
June 9, 2013

Letter: Keep the Bells free

Keep the Bells free 

Editor’s note: The following letter was originally sent to Rich Doak of the U.S. Forest Service.

Dear Editor:

I’m a 30-year Aspen cyclist and still very active in the local cycling community and the community at large. 

Like many, riding up the Maroon Bells has been my favorite road bike ride for many years. 

After talking with many fellow local cyclists and residents the past few days and reading both of our local 

newspapers, we would appreciate the Forest Service reconsidering pursuing a suggestion being brought 

forth by an out of town committee. It’s interesting that “typically members of the advisory committee do not 

suggest rule changes” (per Friday’s Aspen Daily News article). It really doesn’t matter (as much) who is 

initiating this, as much as the values our community, including our stout cycling community, have 

communicated and mandated. 

Our position is clear and hasn’t changed in regards to incentivizing bike usage and discouraging car usage. 

We are a cycling community composed of thousands of cyclists and have an equal or greater number of 

visiting cyclists who love the area’s riding and are crucial to our summer economy. 

Our commitment to the bike (and the environment) has been reconfirmed over and over, including the 

recent addition of designated bike lanes in town and the launch this week of WE-cycle, a progressive bike 

share program. We especially wish to protect our county road that enters wilderness area, which is more 

sensitive to the automobile pollution. Our city contributes over $100,00 to run buses up there, further 

indicating our commitment.

Our community, including the city and county governments, have voiced our values, which apparently 

compete with the values of outsiders, who clearly favor the car. As you know, our residents pay federal taxes 

and county taxes (by homeowners) to maintain this area and road. Should we be charged a third fee, in 

essence, to ride our bikes up there? 

Bikes have zero emissions and cyclists, who I’ve observed for many years, rarely use facilities or trails, 

where bikes are completely banned. Comparing a cyclist to a driver of an automobile, in terms of impact, is 

simply ridiculous and puzzling. Assumptions that cyclists make the same impact are simply baseless. Unlike 

automobiles and their drivers, our impact is extremely minimal on the infrastructure.
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The word about charging cyclists a new fee, for riding up the our most popular road biking route, is already 

going around town and social media like wildfire. We are resolute. To be open and honest, it will be a fight, 

if this conversation is brought back to the table. Aspenites have always very passionately fought for what is 

right, for ourselves, our visitors and the environment. It’s one of the reasons this area is extremely pristine, 

healthy and desirable. 

Clearly, riding a bike is healthy for people and the environment. Clearly, a car is not. Car traffic adds stress 

to lives, makes Americans even fatter (is that even possible?) and creates significant air and noise pollution.

Why would the Forest Service want to dramatically depart from our community’s values and stated 

position, knowing this position clearly? That would be looking for a fight, using this information, logic and 

common sense.

Like many others in Aspen, I hope this topic, which has been thoroughly vetted, is not pushed forward 

because of a suggestion from someone who is charged with automobile regulation (and promotion 

apparently) and is not in touch with the community’s value system. On that note, it’s very curious and 

concerning that locals and local cyclists weren’t included in this conversation about our own backyard. If 

this moves forward, you can count on us being very involved! It’s your call. 

We’re counting on you and your staff to make the right one. Please maintain the fee structure that we’ve 

already set up, through a considerable process involving the Forest Service and the public, and keep bike 

access free.

I have to go for a bike ride now. Perhaps I’ll ride up to the Maroon Bells, as it’s restricted to cars and it’s 

spectacular!

Thank you for your time and thoughtful consideration. Please feel free to confirm receipt and provide 

feedback, at your convenience.

Erik Skarvan

Aspen
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